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 bicyclecad.com/bmr/12-BikeCAD-Pro-Tips-2_18.mp4 14-CityBike in BikeCAD The CityBike import type lets you import a bike database into BikeCAD. The CityBike import type allows you to enter the information of existing CityBike systems. This type of import doesn't allow for entering new bikes or importing a number of bike designs. This type of import only allows you to enter the
information for one system per import. cdn.bicyclecad.com/bmr/13-CityBike-in-BikeCAD_17.mp4 15-RoadBike in BikeCAD The RoadBike import type lets you import the information for existing bike designs. This type of import doesn't allow you to enter the information of new designs or importing a number of designs. This type of import only allows you to enter the information for one bike
design per import. cdn.bicyclecad.com/bmr/15-RoadBike-in-BikeCAD_18.mp4 16-SymbolBike in BikeCAD The SymbolBike import type lets you import the information for existing bike designs. This type of import doesn't allow you to enter the information for new designs or importing a number of designs. This type of import only allows you to enter the information for one design per import.

cdn.bicyclecad.com/bmr/16-SymbolBike-in-BikeCAD_19.mp4 17-HistoryBike in BikeCAD The HistoryBike import type lets you import the information for existing bike designs. This type of import doesn't allow you to enter the information for new designs or importing a number of designs. This type of import only allows you to enter the information for one design per import.
cdn.bicyclecad.com/bmr/17-HistoryBike-in-BikeCAD_20.mp4 18-UserBike in BikeCAD The UserBike import type lets you import the information for existing bike designs. This type of import doesn't allow you to enter the information for new designs or importing a number of designs. This type of import only allows you to enter the information for one design per import. cdn.bicycle 82157476af
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